About the artist

More and more people ask me to make individual arrangements for them. I'm happy to do it because I really like to help you.
Be kind - for any application - be as specific as possible:
- Tone
- Instrumentation
- Url, title and composer
- Etc.
I will gladly respond favorably depending on my available time.
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About the piece

Title: Moonlight Serenade
Composer: Miller, Glenn
Arranger: Dewagtere, Bernard
Copyright: Copyright © Bernard Dewagtere
Publisher: Dewagtere, Bernard
Instrumentation: Jazz ensemble
Style: Jazz
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License
This sheet music requires an authorization:
• for public performances
• for use by teachers
Buy this license at : /license?p=aA4cR9WrP

• listen to the audio
• share your interpretation
• comment
• pay the licence
• contact the artist
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